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A powerful yardstick to evaluate the effectiveness of educational innovations is effect size. Effect
size is a tool for measuring the size of gains produced by a treatment; it can be translated into
percentile gains. Effect size tells us where a student in the middle of the class distribution would
be, had they been taught with an alternative educational innovation rather than being taught with
traditional methods. Thus effect size is an important tool for educators as they evaluate the
effectiveness of educational innovations.
Because effect sizes can be averaged across studies, meta-analysis has become the tool of
choice for evaluating the average magnitude of change across many research studies. Any one
experiment may not represent the body of research in a field. Meta-analysis reduces the chance of
unrepresentative conclusions by averaging the effect sizes of many experiments, reporting an
overall average effect size.
Here we: 1) Show what effect sizes and meta-analyses tell us; 2) Analyse results of metaanalyses of cooperative learning on achievement; 3) Present results of effect size studies of
Kagan Structures; and 4) Overview the many ways cooperative learning and Kagan Structures
boost achievement. Finally we point to some directions for future research.
What do Effect Sizes and Meta-Analyses Tell Us?
Effect size helps us evaluate the size of the impact of an educational innovation. Effect size can be
translated directly into percentile gains, a concept familiar to educators. For example, an effect
size of .10 means a student in the middle of the distribution of scores in the control condition
(scoring at the 50th percentile) would be at the 54th percentile had they been in the treatment
condition. Obviously, from an educator’s point of view, this is not a very important gain. In contrast,
an effect size of .80 means a student in the control condition scoring at the 50th percentile would
be at the 79th percentile had they been in the treatment condition — an extraordinary educational
accomplishment— a 29 percentile gain! Compared to being ahead of only 49% of the class, the
student would be ahead of 78% of the class! Clearly, effect size is an important yardstick for us as
educators.
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Meta-Analyses of Cooperative Learning on Achievement
A meta-analysis reports the average effect size across a group of studies. Researchers have
conducted a number of meta-analyses of the effects of cooperative learning on student academic
achievement. See Table: Effect Size of Cooperative Learning on Achievement.

Effect Size of Cooperative Learning on Achievement

Meta-Analysis

Number
of
Effect
Sizes

Average
Effect
Size

Percentile Gain

1. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional1

182

.78

28

2. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional2

414

.63

24

3. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional3

122

.73

27

4. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional4

104

.78

28

5. Cooperative Learning vs. Individual Competition5

70

.78

28

6. Cooperative Learning vs. Heterogeneous
Classes6

829

.41

16

7. Cooperative Learning vs. Individualistic Learning7

284

.59

22

8. Cooperative Learning vs. Competitive Learning8

933

.54

21

9. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional9

49

.51

19

10. Cooperative Learning vs. Traditional10

20

.44

17

Average

301

.62

23

Overall the effect size of cooperative learning on academic achievement is very substantial. In
every case, cooperative learning produces greater gains than comparison methods. The average
effect size across the hundreds of effect sizes is .62 for an average percentile gain of 23. That is,
on average a student scoring at the 50th percentile in a traditional classroom would be scoring at
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the 73rd percentile had they been taught via cooperative learning! Any teacher or member of the
SLT would be quite pleased to see their students jump 23 percentiles.
Listing the string of 10 meta-analyses is somewhat misleading.
Across the meta-analyses there are over 3,000 effect sizes. The meta-analyses, however, are not
all independent so some appear in more than one meta-analysis. Nevertheless, the overall
positive impact of cooperative learning is overwhelming. The sheer number of studies and the
consistency of positive effect sizes establishes cooperative learning as one of the most wellresearched and positive educational innovations of all time.
The 10 Meta-Analyses Underestimate the Power of Strong Cooperative Learning.
The ten meta-analyses listed in the table underestimate the power of well-designed cooperative
learning in two ways. By lumping the results of well-designed experiments and strong forms of
cooperative learning, the meta-analyses underestimate the potential of cooperative learning when
well implemented. Further, by lumping strong and weak experimental designs, the meta-analyses
underestimate the positive results that are obtained when cooperative learning is tested properly.
Lumping Weak and Strong Forms of Cooperative Learning.
By including very weak forms of cooperative learning, some of the meta-analyses underestimate
the power of cooperative learning. For example, Meta-Analysis 9 included a wide range of
cooperative, collaborative, and small group methods used in colleges and universities to teach
math, science, and engineering related content. The “cooperative learning” in those studies varied
tremendously: “Studies incorporated small-group work inside or outside of the class room. Smallgroup work refers to cooperative or collaborative learning among two to ten students.”11Those of
us who work in the field of cooperative learning would hardly call groups as large as ten students
working unsupervised outside of class true cooperative learning. It is no wonder that Meta-analysis
9 had an effect size at the low end of the range. Similarly, Meta-Analysis 10, another study with a
low average effect size, included only 20 effect sizes, eighteen of which were done outside the
United States. The meta-analysis was based on a wide range of “cooperative learning” methods
and included some unusual measures of achievement including content knowledge of Italy’s
economy.
Lumping Weak and Strong Experimental Designs.
By including studies with very weak experimental designs, some of the meta-analyses
underestimate the power of cooperative learning. High-quality meta-analyses include only studies
that have experimental designs that include: 1) Random assignment of subjects to conditions; 2)
Clear definitions of control groups; 3) Control for experimenter and teacher effects, and 4)
Verification of treatment implementation. Categorising meta-analyses on cooperative learning into
high, medium, and low quality based on how many of those criteria are met reveals that high
quality studies show higher effect sizes: High Quality = .86; Medium Quality = .56; Low Quality =
.4912 By including low quality experimental designs some of the meta-analyses further
underestimate the power of cooperative learning.
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supportive coaching and praise whereas in TGT there is no instruction on how to support
teammates. In RallyCaoch, there are no points or between-team competition. The premise is that
students are motivated by success and by peer encouragement and frequent, immediate
individual feedback.
I am emphasising the differences between TGT and RallyCoach to point out how when we lump
them together we are lumping apples and oranges. The cooperative learning meta-analyses do
not tell us which approach is better, let alone which component of each package is the cause of
the gains each produce. TGT and RallyCoach are very different in many ways. If we do a metaanalysis that includes a basket of studies including TGT, RallyCoach, and yet other cooperative
learning methods, we can calculate an average effect size, but unless it includes a separate
internal analysis reporting effect sizes for each methodology, it tells us nothing about which
cooperative learning approach to use. It also tells us nothing about whether the reward structure
emphasised in TGT or the task structure emphasised in RallyCoach is a more powerful predictor
of achievement. A broad cooperative learning meta-analysis that lumps many different cooperative
learning methodologies tells us it is beneficial to enter the cooperative learning ballpark, but does
not tell us how best to play the game.
Effect Size of Kagan Structures
Rather than lumping all forms of cooperative learning into one meta-analysis and calculating the
average effect size across studies, we can be more discriminating. We can look at average effect
size across studies that use the same approach to cooperative learning. The work of a research
team at State University of New York (SUNY) - Fredonia allows us to examine the average effect
size across experiments using Kagan Structures.
The SUNY-Fredonia research team published a series of four tightly controlled, independent,
peer-reviewed research studies on Kagan Structures.13 The experiments examined the
effectiveness of Kagan Structures at different grade-levels (3rd through 8th); with different content
(science, language arts, social studies); with different student populations (high achieving, low
achieving, students with disabilities); and with different instructional strategies (Numbered Heads
Together; Numbered Heads Together + I; and Show Me, a structure using Response Cards).
The studies tested the effects of two Kagan Structures and a variation on one:
Numbered Heads Together. Numbered Heads Together (NHT) has been described in detail. The
form of NHT tested has students work in teams of four, each student with a number, from one to
four. The teacher asks a question, students work as a team to formulate their best answer (heads
together); the teacher calls a number, and then calls on one of the students with that number to
give the answer.
Numbered Heads Together + I. Numbered Heads Together + I (NHT+I) adds an incentive package
to the basic NHT methodology. That is, teams were awarded points for providing and agreeing
with correct responses and earned “Super Team,” “Great Team,” or “Good Team” certificates if
their quiz scores averaged above predetermined percentages. Teammates signed the certificates,
which were posted publicly within the classroom.
Response Cards or Show Me. Response cards (RC) take several forms, most often student dryerase boards are used. Show Me (SM) is a five-step Kagan Structure: 1) Teacher asks a question;
2) Teacher provides think time; 3) Teacher signals for students to write (or in the case of pre-made
response cards, to select a response); 4) Teacher calls “Show Me” and 5) Students
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simultaneously display their responses using a response board or display cards.14 Show Me is a
Kagan structure focused on increasing active engagement; it does not involve cooperative
learning as students work alone. The use of response cards does result in increased active
participation and student achievement.15
All four studies found higher achievement gains using NHT, NHT+I, and SM using RCs compared
to traditional Whole Class Question & Answer (WCQ&A). The results of the four studies are
reported in the table, Effect of Kagan Structures on Achievement.
Effect of Kagan Structures on Achievement

Study

Effect Size

Percentile
Gain

1. Numbered Heads vs. Whole Class Question & Answer16

.95

33.0

2. Numbered Heads + I vs. Whole Class Question & Answer17

.98

33.5

3. Numbered Heads vs. Whole Class Question & Answer18

.78

28.2

4. Numbered Heads + I vs. Whole Class Question & Answer19

.96

33.2

5. Response Cards vs. Whole Class Question & Answer20

.90

31.5

6. Numbered Heads vs. Whole Class Question & Answer21

.95

33.0

7. Numbered Heads vs. Whole Class Question & Answer22

.89

31.2

Average

.92

31.9

Across the four SUNY studies, the average positive effect size for Kagan Structures was .92, an
average gain from 50th to 82nd percentile. The size of this effect size is consistent with the
average effect size found in high quality cooperative learning studies. It is higher than the effect
size in meta-analyses that include a basket of cooperative learning methods. This is logical: The
average effect size of more effective methods will be higher than the effect size that averages
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Improved Attitudes Toward Students with Special Needs
Enhanced Thinking Skills
Increased Social Skills
Improved Attitude Toward Academic Subject Areas
Improved Classroom Climate
Liking of School, class, and teacher

Many of these positive outcomes have been extensively researched and documented.25 Further,
informal observations and teacher comments indicate a host of additional benefits. For example,
every year at our annual Kagan Summer Academy I have teachers come to me and thank me with
comments like, “I used to be looking forward to retirement, but now I am looking forward to next
year’s school year.” “My students really have bonded as a class; they support each other.” “I know
my students so much better now; we are on the same side.”
“I used to be looking forward to retirement, but now I am looking forward to next year's school
year.”
That cooperative learning has so many positive outcomes is a practitioner’s dream, but a
researcher’s nightmare. It is almost impossible to tease out exactly why cooperative learning
produces achievement gains or how much each of these variables contribute to the positive
impact of cooperative learning on achievement. Let’s take three of many possible examples that
illustrate that cooperative learning impacts different variables that in turn impact on achievement:
feedback, discipline, and teacher-student relations.
Feedback and Formative Evaluation.
When students do a cooperative learning structure like Sage-N-Scribe or RallyCoach, they receive
feedback following each problem they solve, not after each worksheet. Further, they receive the
feedback immediately, rather than after the teacher has had time to grade their worksheets. This is
formative feedback as it is received prior to the test — it allows students to improve as they
practice rather than getting feedback following practice. Frequency and immediacy of feedback
are increased tremendously. Feedback has an extremely high effect size on academic
achievement (.73)26 and formative evaluation has one of the highest effect sizes on academic
achievement of all educational variables ever studied (.90)!27 The question becomes, how much of
the gains produced by cooperative learning are a result of the increase in frequency and
immediacy of formative feedback? Another important question is whether Kagan Structures are
more effective than other cooperative learning methods because Kagan Structures place a very
heavy emphasis on frequent, immediate feedback — far more than do other approaches to
cooperative learning? Although these are worthwhile questions to ask, there are a host of other
variables cooperative learning impacts, so analysing the contribution of just feedback will give us
but a partial answer.
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Discipline.
Decreasing disruptive behaviour frees teachers to teach and so has a positive effect size on
achievement, although not as high as feedback, .34.28 Kagan Structures produce a dramatic
reduction of disruptive behavior.29 See Graph: Behaviour Incidents 2003-2008. When Kagan
Cooperative Learning was implemented in the Spring of 2004 at Mills Hill School in the UK, the
school experienced an extraordinary drop in disruptive behaviours. The question becomes, how
much does the decrease in discipline problems produced by cooperative learning account for
achievement gains it produces?
Behaviour Incidents 2003-2008
Average Behaviour Incidents Per Team Per Class

Teacher-Student Relations. Teacher-student
relations are improved by Kagan Sturucrures. The
Kagan approach emphasies teambuilding and
classbuilding through which teachers get to relate to
students as indivdiuals, not just as students.
Teachers report having increased “contact” with
their students and that students much more often
confide in them about personal concerns. Teachers
are seen as “on the same side” with students, not
just as an evaluator.

Teacher Subject Matter Knowledge has an effect
size of a mere .09 whereas Teacher-Student
Relationships has an effect size of a whopping
.72!30 These dramatic effect size differences
corroborate the educational aphorism: “They don’t
care what you know until they know that you care.”
It is teacher-student relationships, not teacher subject matter knowledge, that cooperative learning
impacts. When cooperative learning is implemented, the teacher does not necessarily improve in
content knowledge, but definitely improves in student relations. Students like their class, their
content, and their teacher more because the teacher moves from being a “sage-on-the-stage” to
becoming a “guide-on-the-side.” Again, the question becomes how much of the achievement gains
of cooperative learning are attributable to improved teacher-student relations?
We could continue detailing a host of variables influenced by cooperative learning, which in turn
increase student achievement. Cooperative learning has a positive impact on many mediating
variables that have proven strong, positive effects on achievement, including peer tutoring,
classroom cohesion, and small group learning. See Table: “Cooperative Learning Boost
Achievement via Mediating Variables.” There is empirical and informal observation data showing
cooperative learning improves each of the variables in the table.31 How much each of these
variables explains the positive impact of cooperative learning on achievement is yet to be
established. A great deal could be written about how cooperative learning impacts on each of
these variables. Certainly different types of cooperative learning impact on each of these variables
differently. But in general cooperative learning approaches improve many things that in turn
accelerate achievement, including class cohesion, teacher-student relations, self-concept, and
social skills. Suffice it to say here that cooperative learning produces a host of positive effects on
many variables that have a proven positive effect size on academic achievement, as illustrated in
the table.
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Cooperative Learning Boosts Achievement
Via Mediating Variables32
Mediating Variable

Effect Size

Percentile Gain

Teacher-Student Relationships

.72

26

Small-Group Learning

.49

19

Classroom Cohesion

.53

20

Peer Influences

.53

20

Peer Tutoring

.55

21

Motivation

.48

18

Self Concept

.43

17

Formative Evaluation

.90

31

Feedback

.73

27

Social Skills

.40

15

Reducing Anxiety

.40

15

Concentration/Engagement

.48

18

Classroom Management

.52

20

Decreasing Disruptive Behaviour

.34

13

Future Research
The effect size research reported in studies of cooperative learning and Kagan Structures
suggests important directions for future research.
What is the Impact of Different Structures? The Numbered Heads Together experiments by the
SUNY research team produced very positive effect sizes favouring both forms of NHT over
traditional WCQ&A. Those experiments, however, used an older version of NHT. Essentially
students were asked a question, discussed their answers in their teams, were told to make sure
everyone knew the answer, and then a student number was called and that student responded to
the question. Two major advances in NHT have been made since the SUNY research was
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conducted. First, an “individual write” has been inserted before students discuss their answers in
teams. This creates individual accountability so each student must respond first on her/his own,
avoiding the possibility of a student giving no thought to the question and just waiting for
teammates to tell the answer. Second, when a number is called, rather than having just one
student respond, various simultaneous response modes, like response cards, are used to have all
students whose number is called respond. This dramatically increases accountability and active
engagement.
The limited question becomes whether effect size would be even
greater for NHT by including these improvements. The broader
direction for cooperative learning research is to determine the different
effect sizes produced by different structures and different variations on
structures. Essentially effect size gives us a tool to use as we develop
a research-based pedagogy. The research by the SUNY team takes a
first step in that direction, determining the additive benefits of an
incentive package. With a dedicated research program, we can
determine which structures and which variations on structures produce
the greatest gains for different learning objectives. We can create a
science of pedagogy!
Kagan Structures have been categorised by function: Ten functions
have been identified. See Box: Structure Functions. For example Sage-N-Scribe is presumed to
work best to create Procedure Learning whereas Quiz-Quiz-Trade is presumed to work best for
Knowledge Building. Effect size provides a tool with which we can test the size of effect of different
structures for different functions.
33

What is the Impact of Different Approaches to Cooperative Learning? There have evolved different
schools of cooperative learning. Among the most prominent cooperative learning approaches are
the Kagan Structures,34 Johns Hopkins Student Team Learning,35 Johnson and Johnsons’
Learning Together,36 and Aronson’s Jigsaw.37 In addition Kagan and Sharan independently
developed Co-op Co-op38 and Group Investigation9 for project based learning. Further, there are a
variety of more loosely defined approaches categorised as collaborative learning. These different
methods have different functions. Effect size research can be used to determine the differences in
impact of different approaches for different functions.
Does Cooperative Learning Impact on Different Groups Differently? There are some intriguing
findings in the effect size research that merit future investigation. In the meta-analysis of
cooperative learning for college and university students, effect size was substantially greater for
African American and Latino students (.76) than for white students (.46) and heterogeneous
groups (.42).40 We need to know if these ethnic or cultural differences are replicable across
different populations. If so, the reasons for these differences merit exploration. Although
cooperative learning produces substantial gains for all groups, it is possible that it is most powerful
for lower achieving groups or for those less motivated by traditional instructional practices.
Conclusions
The present paper focuses narrowly on what effect size research tells us about cooperative
learning and Kagan Structures. From the review we can conclude three things:
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Cooperative Learning has a very powerful positive impact improving student achievement.
Kagan Structures have a positive impact even greater than most approaches to cooperative
learning.
Cooperative Learning and especially Kagan Structures improve an impressive number of variables
with proven positive impact on student achievement.
The present paper does not overview the sizable body of empirical research showing the positive
impact of Kagan Cooperative Learning. For an overview of that research which covers the range
of grades and content areas, I refer you to the research section of the Kagan web page41 and to
the mini-book, Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures.42
The overall impact of effect size research is to focus educators not just on what makes a reliable
difference, but rather on what makes an important difference. Effect size research makes it clear
that cooperative learning and Kagan Structures stand out as among the most powerful tools for
educators who strive to substantially accelerate achievement and improve a host of additional
positive outcomes.
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